
DU RAMADAN FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 2024DU RAMADAN FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 2024

GAME GAME RULESRULES

Game Time: 30 minsGame Time: 30 mins

The game consists of two halves, each lasting 14 minutes,The game consists of two halves, each lasting 14 minutes,

resulting in a total playing time of 30 minutes,resulting in a total playing time of 30 minutes,    and 2 minutesand 2 minutes

of extra time.of extra time.

Each team has 7 players on the field, including oneEach team has 7 players on the field, including one

goalkeeper.goalkeeper.  

There will be rolling substitutes.There will be rolling substitutes.

Please wear shin guards for your safety.Please wear shin guards for your safety.

The toss will be conducted before each match starts so thatThe toss will be conducted before each match starts so that

we don’t lose time.we don’t lose time.  

The match begins with one team kicking off from the centerThe match begins with one team kicking off from the center

spot. The opposing team must be in their half until the ball isspot. The opposing team must be in their half until the ball is

in play.in play.

Players must avoid committing fouls, such as tripping,Players must avoid committing fouls, such as tripping,

pushing, or handling the ball. Free kicks or penalties may bepushing, or handling the ball. Free kicks or penalties may be

awarded for fouls, depending on the severity and location.awarded for fouls, depending on the severity and location.

The ball should be on the ground for kick-ins, goal kicks, andThe ball should be on the ground for kick-ins, goal kicks, and

corners applied.corners applied.

In the case of a tie, there will be penalty shootouts.In the case of a tie, there will be penalty shootouts.

Teams must arrive at least 30 minutes before their scheduledTeams must arrive at least 30 minutes before their scheduled

match.match.

The referee's decision is the final decision.The referee's decision is the final decision.  

Sporting a football outfit is essential attire for game days.Sporting a football outfit is essential attire for game days.


